
creativity
FOR WELLNESS

Activate it to nourish your
health, work and relationships.

Creativity is your
inner superfood.



Hi I'm Brooke

artist + 
coach +
designer + 
strategist +
consultant + 
entrepreneur +

creative
amplifier



welcome



supplies
water
paper
pen / pencil
++



drop in



https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1gbpJ0NSIUPDekcWdAdwzU-7PdGXv9xfN?usp=sharing


creativity
what is it?
why is it important?



what is creativity?
Creativity is the ability to
rise above traditional ideas,
patterns or relationships in
order to create something
new and meaningful. 



what is creativity?
Creativity is the ability to
rise above traditional ideas,
patterns or relationships in
order to create something
new and meaningful. 

It is tool to help you consider alternative perspectives,
experiment with new ideas and better deal with
uncertainty and challenges.



everything we see was created by
someone with an idea - and the

creativity to make it real.



wellness
what is it?
why is it important?
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wellness is an approach to
healing, growing and
fulfilling the whole person
in a multi-dimentional way.



wellness is an approach to
healing, growing and
fulfilling the whole person
in a multi-dimentional way.

This encompasses the physical, emotional, spiritual,
intellectual, environmental, financial, occupational
and social aspects that allow you to thrive.





Creativity For Wellness is a unique
coaching experience that blends
integrative health coaching,
therapeutic art practices and
intentional lifestyle design to create
well-being across all areas of your life.

experience
INTEGRATIVE

HEALTH
therapeutic

arts

lifestyle
design

how it works

creativity
FOR WELLNESS



creativity + you
Where do you feel most alive and

what needs some creative attention?

check-in



the

process
creative
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the 4-stage

process
creative



stage 1

curiosity
what do you wish you
could experience or
know more about?

write it down.



The best way to feed
your curiosity is to have

novel experiences.

Think of 5 things you can do within your
immediete environment to have novel
experiences that allow yourself to see
things from a new perspective. 

exercise



stage 2

incubation
Let it percolate. Let the ideas
settle. Wait for clarity. Take

a shower, nap, Exercise, go
for a walk, make art, prep-

food, listen to music. 

get off your devices.
Let your mind wander.



CREATE ephemeral art

Ephemeral art is temporary. This
therepeutic art technique keeps the focus
on the present act of creation, not an
attachment to an outcome. 

In the Buddhist traditions, monks often
create incredibly detailed sand mandalas.  
Once completed, they are ritualistically
dismantled which symbolizes the belief in
the transitory nature of material life.

exercise







stage 3

illumination
Your "ah-ha" moments. You
get a rush of excitement as
you develop more clarity
around key elements and

next steps in whatever it is
you’re creating.



mind map

Look down at your word again and create
a mind map of ideas of how you can bring
more play, curiosity, experimentation and
enthusiasm to this area of your life.

Does anything jump out at you? Can you
see any patterns? 

exercise



stage 4

implementation
This is all about bringing
your ideas to life and by

connecting it to the larger
world through other people.



micro-commitment

Think about what is the next 3 small steps
you can take. Then make micro-
commitments that you schedule into your
calendar over the following week. 

Maybe it’s an artist’s date and some
planned chill time. Maybe it’s signing up
for a class. Maybe it’s committing to a
week of meal-prep. Perhaps novel
experiences from stage 1? 

exercise



ideas
seasonal eating

bulk meal prep

nature bathing

gratitude practice

morning pages

artist's date

abhyanga massage

therapeutic art

evening practice



use food to
regulate your
mood swings

incorporate
movement into
your day

proces trauma
with therapeutic
arts

get past
loneliness by
participate in an
interest-based
community 

visualize yourself
embodying what’s
possible by writing
a letter to
yourself - from
the future.

take an online
class or commit to
a challenge

play with your
senses and
transform your
physical space
with lighting,
scents, art + music



questions



creativity
FOR WELLNESS

With a blend of holistic health coaching,
therapeutic art, and lifestyle design, you
can learn to activate your creativity for
more connection, clarity, resilience and joy.

Creativity is your
inner superfood.

www.creativityforwellness.com

http://www.creativityforwellness.com/
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www.creativityforwellness.com


